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Starcraft 2 protoss guide
In this article we look at the 4 Gate in PvP, how to identify it, how to defend it and how to get an advantage and a transition. Being a Protoss who wants a long PvP is a difficult life. The Warpgate mechanics that makes Protoss so unique and fun to play also makes for a very powerful timing attack – the Four Gate. The Four Gate gives a
great flood of units at the beginning of the game and allows an aggressive early game that can damage a huge opponent or kill them permanently. It is relatively simple to perform (although difficult to perfect) making it very popular and very difficult to deal with, especially for new players. In fact, the Four Gate can become a nightmare for
some players who make them fear the PvP matchup that is a sin as there is a lot of fun to have fun in the Protoss vs Protosss late game. In this article I will go through how to identify a Four Gate, how to stop it and how transition after the attack was defended. Exploring the Four Gate Scouting is the most important part of beating a Four
Gating player. Effective Scouting will allow you to identify that they are Four Gating, measure the Four Gate type they are doing and kill the Pylon Proxy and Sunda. Signs of a typical Four Gate: Nexus has high energy – After two Boost Chronos are spent on Sonde Four Gating player will save energy to Chrono Boost the Warpgate
Research. This is true for all the Four Gates as quickly the search ends stronger will be the attack. Missing pylons –the number of Piloni in your base then count its. Did one of your parents disappear? It is probably hidden somewhere near your base so that your opponent can Warp drive inside. Although this is a common sign of a Four
Gate could also be an indicator of a hidden technology construction such as Stargate or DT. Stalker and Sonda (and perhaps a Zealot) that move together – This is the best but most recent indicator of a Four Gate coming. The opponent will move towards your base with these units and then build a Pylon to strengthen his attack. Signs of
a “Porta Korean square” (Pure Zealot): Your opponent removed the probes from the Assimilate – he coined enough gas for Warpgate Research and then stopped to get as many minerals as possible. As soon as you see this indicator be looking for the next. Piloni in your base – This is a little obvious, but sometimes it can be mistaken for
a Cannon Rush. The opponent will put 4-6 Piloni in your base in areas that are difficult to deal with. Four Gate type indicators: Gateway is down long before your – Supposing you have built your Gateway on 12 or 13 providing this means that your opponent has probably put their gateway down on 10 power supply. This four Variant gates
strikes first, but it is much less economical for the point to be almost ‘All-in’. Two Assimilators – This is not common in PvP, however, if you have explored that it is definitely a Four Gate then this means that your opponent will build a lot ofor transition plans in a technology building. In this case the four gate could be defensive and no attack
will come. first, identify the four gate and, secondly, check the map to locate probes and pylons. You initially want to search for the above indicators by sending a probe to your base opponents on 9 or 13 power supply. sending the probe on 9 is safer, but it is less cheap then send it on 13. keep around their base for as long as possible to
get as much information as possible. Once they start building their first stalker is a good idea to pull your probe back. once you have identified that the four gate is entering its important to start having more view of the map and control possible. Control your natural expansion with your zealot and send stalker to explore the map and control
the opposing front. try to keep the ksel naga towers as much as possible, as this will help you to locate the probe on its way to build a pylon. if you can locate and kill you will get a huge advantage. keep control of the map and the ksel nagas until the same time when your opponent moves out then give up control of the map and return to
your base to prepare. stopping the four gate below is assumed to be defending itself with 3 gateways or a 4 defensive gate. the following will also work with a defense based on the immortal, except that it will be unlikely that you will have control of the maps as soon as possible. other buildings that are specifically designed to defeat a 4
gatethey have their methods, but more often than they will not turn around the same principles. Before 5:50 Being active with your initial units is crucial. Send your Zealot to check for Pylons Prosecutor near your Natural and send your first Stalker to check the towers of Xel Naga and try to intercept any Sunda. If you meet one of its units
converge all yours and try to kill them, even doing a small amount of damage will help you a lot. Be careful not to lose anything of yourself, if you pass (especially in Stalkers) give up control of the map and pull back to your ramp. If you are planning to defend with Immortals you will probably have more Zealots than Stalkers and your map
control will be limited at this point, keep your Zealots close to your ramp. After seeing the Sunda follow it and deny the Pylon Holding the Xel Naga will often help you to locate the Proxy Proxy Survey. After 5:50 Once you have pulled back to the ramp arrange your units in a bow at the top. Make sure you place some Stalkers to prevent
Pylons from being arrested. I find it extremely useful to put all my units on 'Hold' as this prevents them from being baited down the ramp and allows you to focus on macros and fields of strength. It is extremely important to always have a force field available to block the ramp. If your Sentry is low on energy always preference in another
Sentry over a Stalker. You are the entrances are able to Force Field a perpetual ramp, but it is unlikely that youto this point defending a 4 gate. if you can split his units while trying to move the ramp and kill one or two stalkers each time you get ahead on stalker count very quickly. This puts you in an excellent position if you pull back. if you
continue to try to win with the 4 gate you can simply keep the force fielding and get small benefits. units on hold at the top of the ramp. cutting a small amount of units with ff maximizes the advantage of defenders. after defending a gate 4 you should have at least one of the following advantages: Economy/Probe advantage,
Gas/Technology advantage, drive advantage. Keep in mind while defending how you can work towards these benefits. For example, in a 4 gate defensive situation you should aim at a slight advantage of the probe by building some as you defend. you should also try to get the advantage unit by cutting its army on the ramp, without losing
too many of its units. in a defensive 3 gate situation you should get as much gas as possible and maximize your stalker count, staying safe with the least possible amount of revenue. the extra gas you have collected can be used to switch to blink stalkers, to robotics bay or to starport. other openings will have one of the above advantages
as its main goal. It is important that you identify it and think about how you can work towards this goal. in the protoss vs protos early game you will have to be comfortable gaining and maintaining asmall advantage. Having a few extra probes or some extra gas will guarantee you a long-term win, but it can be easy to lose that advantage if
you try to move too quickly. Keeping a small advantage is more important then getting a great advantage or even getting a quick kill. Things to note No matter which building you are using the smooth execution of your opening will play an important role in your success. The first power blocks will result in a loss when facing a 4 Gate (or
any rush for that matter). As such, it is important that you practice your opening against AI or a friend until you can do it without errors. Remember, it will be much more difficult to perform an impeccable opening when you are attacked. If Chronoboost your Gateways instead of Waprgate search you will have a much easier time getting
early map control and denying Proxy Pylons. Unless you're defensive 4 Gating is a good idea. Dedicate the first Pylon can set the opponent back 10-20 seconds and a Zealots mineral value. It could be worth sacrificing your initial Zealot to do so. Replay of additional resources – A reproduction of a text book Defense 4 Gate shows some
of the ideas in this article. Build – PvP secure 3 Gate build. Opening – Triple Stalker race. This opening is built around the idea of getting early map control to deny the 4 Gate. Have you had a lot of problems with the 4 Gate in PvP? If you have any advice or advice to add or if you have found this useful articleLeave a comment! comment!
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